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Classifying a Person’s Degree of Accessibility from
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Abstract—For social robots to be successfully integrated and
accepted within society, they need to be able to interpret human
social cues that are displayed through natural modes of communication. In particular, a key challenge in the design of social robots
is developing the robot’s ability to recognize a person’s affective states (emotions, moods, and attitudes) in order to respond
appropriately during social human–robot interactions (HRIs). In
this paper, we present and discuss social HRI experiments we
have conducted to investigate the development of an accessibilityaware social robot able to autonomously determine a person’s
degree of accessibility (rapport, openness) toward the robot based
on the person’s natural static body language. In particular, we
present two one-on-one HRI experiments to: 1) determine the performance of our automated system in being able to recognize and
classify a person’s accessibility levels and 2) investigate how people interact with an accessibility-aware robot which determines
its own behaviors based on a person’s speech and accessibility
levels.
Index Terms—Accessibility-aware behaviors, affect classification, automated body pose recognition, human–robot interaction (HRI), social robots.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UMAN–ROBOT interaction (HRI) involves investigating the design and performance of robots which are
used by or work alongside humans [1]. These robots interact through various forms of communication in different
real-world environments. Namely, HRI encompasses both
physical and social interactions with a robot in a broad
range of applications, including cognitive rehabilitation [2],
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teleoperation of uninhabited air vehicles [3], search and
rescue [4], prosthetics [5], and collaborative manipulation
tasks [6].
Our own research in this field is centered on the development of human-like social robots with the social functionalities
and behavioral norms required to engage humans in natural assistive interactions such as providing: 1) reminders;
2) health monitoring; and 3) cognitive training and social
interventions [7]–[10]. In order for these robots to successfully partake in social HRI, they need to be able to
recognize human social cues. This can be achieved by perceiving and interpreting the natural communication modes
of a human, such as body language, paralanguage (intonation, pitch, and volume of voice), speech and facial
expressions.
It has been shown that changes in a person’s affect
are communicated more effectively with nonverbal behavior than verbal utterances [11]. A significant amount of
research has focused on creating automatic systems utilized
for identifying affect through paralanguage (see [12]) and
facial expressions (see [13]). Our work focuses on recognizing a person’s affect through body language. Body language displays are very important for communicating human
emotional states [11]. For example, Walters and Walk [14]
found that emotion recognition from images of posed static
postures with the face and hand expressions obscured is
as accurate as emotion recognition of facial expressions.
Schouwstra and Hoogstraten [15] conducted a study with stick
figures with varying head and spinal positions in which they
asked college students to infer emotional states from the positions. Their findings indicate a significant relationship between
emotion, and head and spinal positions.
The majority of automated systems that have been developed have primarily focused on classifying a person’s affective
state from dynamic body gestures, i.e., [16]–[20]. Only a few
automatic body language-based affect recognition techniques
consider static body poses and postures, i.e., [21]–[24]. For
example, in [21], a database of manually segmented joint rotations of individuals playing sports-themed video games was
created with a motion capture system. The joint data corresponded to postures representing affect after winning or losing
scenarios. A multilayer perceptron was used to recognize four
affective states: 1) triumphant; 2) defeated; 3) concentrating;
and 4) frustrated. In [22], a recognition system based on facial
features obtained from a camera, posture information from
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a pressure sensing chair, pressure information from a pressure sensitive mouse, and skin conductance from a wireless
sensor was able to predict if a child would become frustrated during a problem solving activity on a computer with
a 79% recognition rate. In [24], adaptive resonance theory neural networks were used for affective pose recognition via five
specific Kinect SDK static skeleton poses for the affective
states of frustration, disagreement, confusion, anger, and shyness. The recognized affective states were compared with the
affective states determined from verbal information to identify
an actor’s overall affective state during a drama improvisation
scenario. This information was used to determine the behavior
of a virtual agent interacting with actors.
Our own research in this area focuses on the development of an automated affect from static body language classification system to be used during social
HRI [25], [26]. Bull [27], Coulson [28], Mehrabian [29], and
Davis and Hadiks [30], [31] have all determined that static
body language is an important source of information for affect,
and directly contributes to the understanding of how affect
is expressed through body language. Furthermore, changes
in static body language can induce changes in affective
states [32]. One main advantage to using static body language
is that a person usually displays these unconsciously and unintentionally, and therefore, they are natural and not forced.
Ekman and Friesen’s work [33] found that in communicative
situations, body language can be a dominant source of information regarding gross affect states between two interactants.
In addition, work by Mehrabian [29] has shown a relationship
between the body positioning of a communicator and his/her
attitude toward an addressee. Thus, it is important that during
social HRI, a robot has the ability to identify and categorize human displays of static body language with the aim of
improving engagement during such interaction through its own
appropriate display of behaviors.
In this paper, we investigate the integration of our automated affect from body language recognition system for
social robotic applications capable of interpreting, classifying,
and responding to natural body language during HRI. Our
proposed system is capable of 3-D human body language
identification and categorization by utilizing the RGB and
3-D data of the Kinect sensory system for segmentation of
upper body parts and 3-D pose estimation using a reverse
tree structure body model. Once a 3-D body pose has been
identified, it is used to classify the person’s affect. Herein,
affect is determined by an individual’s degree of accessibility toward a social robot. A person’s degree of accessibility
refers to his/her psychological state which includes affect and
cognitive states. Namely, accessibility refers to an individual’s level of openness and rapport toward another during
dyadic social interactions [34]. Previous research has found
a significant relationship between an individual’s accessibility
and his/her body pose [30]. We have developed an automated
accessibility recognition system that utilizes and adapts the
position accessibility scale of the nonverbal interaction and
states analysis (NISA) [30], [34] to identify an individual’s
degree of accessibility utilizing his/her trunk and arm orientations toward a robot. NISA was originally designed and
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verified as a manually coded scale to determine a person’s
degree of accessibility with respect to another person during
conversations, interviews, and therapy sessions [30], [31].
Two unique HRI experiments are presented in this paper.
The first investigates the performance of our robot integrated
automated system in being able to recognize and classify a person’s accessibility levels during HRI. Namely, we compare
the performance of our system with respect to an existing
commercially available body tracking software. The second
experiment uniquely investigates how people actually interact
with a robot which explicitly uses the identified accessibility levels throughout the social interaction to determine
its own behaviors. To do this, we compare our proposed
accessibility-aware robot with a nonaccessibility-aware robot,
i.e., a robot that does not respond to a user’s affective body
language.
II. H UMAN B ODY L ANGUAGE R ECOGNITION D URING HRI
In general, body language has been categorized into four
distinct classes [35].
1) Emblems: Gestures that have a direct verbal translation.
2) Illustrators: Movements that are directly tied to speech.
3) Regulators: Gestures that maintain and regulate a conversation, such as to tell a person to hurry up, repeat,
continue, etc.
4) Adaptors: Body language that conveys emotions or
performs bodily actions.
To date, several robots have been developed to understand human emblematic gestures as input commands,
i.e., [36]–[38]. For example, in [36], the Jido robot utilized
stereo cameras and a multiobject tracking particle filter for
tracking a user’s head and two-hand pointing gestures, which
are used to indicate an object location to the robot. The robot
would then pick up an object, place an object in a location or
travel to a location. In [37], a 2-D camera, skin-color region
extractor, and a hidden Markov model (HMM) were used to
recognize 13 arm gestures, including arms up, out, or down, as
input commands for a small robot. The robot then mimicked
the arm poses by moving its arms in the same manner as
those displayed by the person. In [38], a time-of-flight (TOF)
camera was used with an HMM to recognize emblematic
arm gestures (i.e., one arm up or two arms out) to control
the navigation of an iRobot PackBot in order to have the
robot follow behind a person or explore its surroundings for a
door frame.
A handful of systems have also been developed to identify a person’s affective state from body language during
HRI [39], [40]. In [39], manually labeled videos of children
playing chess with an iCat robot were taken from a 2-D camera in the environment and analyzed after the HRI sessions
to determine engagement in the activity. Machine learning
techniques trained on geometric features of the torso, e.g.,
lean angle, slouch factor, were used to identify engagement.
In [40], a 2-D color camera, oriented to capture a front view
of a person’s upper body, was used to determine human affective (happy, angry, sad, or polite) hand movements. Skin color
segmentation and geometric region marking were used with
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motion tracking to determine the Laban movement features of
weight, space, flow, and time. The method is proposed for HRI
applications. Preliminary experiments, without a robot, showed
that sad, happy, and angry hand movements were identified
from strumming a guitar.
In general, robots have yet to be developed that directly
interpret adaptor style body language for identifying a person’s
affect during social interactions in order to determine their
own expressive assistive behaviors. Since this type of body
language is considered key in revealing a person’s emotions
or attitudes, it would be beneficial for a robot to perceive,
interpret, and respond to adaptors while interacting in social
HRI to create more engaging interactions.
We aim to develop and integrate a sensory system that
allows a social robot to effectively recognize a person’s
affective nonverbal behaviors during real-time social HRI by
autonomously identifying and categorizing a person’s adaptor
style body language. Through the use of this sensory system
a robot will be able to provide task assistance using its own
appropriate expressive behaviors in response to a user’s affective body language. Our goal is to implement a noncontact
body language identification and categorization system capable
of determining affect based on a person’s upper body language.
Body language is defined, in this paper, as static body poses
exhibited by an individual during HRI. NISA [34] is utilized
to identify an individual’s level of accessibility toward a robot
based on his/her body language.
This research builds on our previous work [25], [26] which,
similar to the aforementioned literature review, has focused
on the development of a sensory system for post-analysis of
human affect from adaptor style body language. Furthermore,
it does not consider the use of human affect to determine
a social robot’s behaviors during HRI. In [25], a thermal camera and a 3-D TOF sensor were utilized to determine the
accessibility levels of a person interacting with a teleoperated social robot. Manually segmented sensor data was used
to identify body poses via an ellipsoid model and heuristic
rules. Accessibility levels were categorized from these static
poses using NISA. The system obtained an accessibility level
recognition rate of 78%. In [26], the sensory system in [25]
was replaced with the Kinect sensor which provided 2-D and
depth images of a person, and sensor data segmentation was
automated. Utilizing the new system resulted in an increased
accessibility level recognition rate of 86%. However, both sensory systems still required an environment that only consisted
of the person interacting with the robot, which is not realistic
for many real-world interaction scenarios.
In this paper, we incorporate a robust automated recognition and classification system, using the Kinect sensor, for
determining the accessibility levels of a person during oneon-one social HRI. The system can identify the interactant
from cluttered realistic environments using a statistical model,
and geometric and depth features. Static body poses are then
accurately obtained using a learning method. This system is
integrated into our socially assistive robot Brian 2.1 (Fig. 1) to
allow the human-like robot to uniquely determine its own
accessibility-aware behaviors during noncontact one-on-one
social interactions in order to provide task assistance to users.

Fig. 1.

3

Socially assistive robot Brian 2.1 and its Kinect sensor.

III. AUTOMATED ACCESSIBILITY F ROM B ODY
L ANGUAGE C LASSIFICATION T ECHNIQUE
The recognition of body language is challenging as there
exists many configurations in a high dimensionality search
space. This task is made more difficult when it is intended for
a robot that engages in real-time social HRI using only onboard sensors. Herein, we describe our automated accessibility
recognition and classification system that identifies a person’s
static body poses utilizing sensory information from the Kinect
sensor. The proposed approach utilizes both a Kinect 2-D
color image, to identify exposed skin regions, and Kinect
depth data to generate a 3-D ellipsoid model of a person’s
static pose.
A. Kinect Sensor
Our research presents the first application of the Kinect
sensor for human accessibility recognition and categorization
during social HRI. The affordable Kinect sensor consists of
a 2-D CMOS color camera and a depth imager, both with resolutions of 640 × 480 pixels. To obtain depth information,
a pattern of spots is projected onto a scene using an IR light
source and captured with a CMOS IR detector. The depth of
a point in the scene is calculated by measuring the horizontal displacement of a spot in the projected pattern [41]. The
operating range of the depth sensor is approximately 0.5–4 m.
The Kinect sensor was calibrated for this paper utilizing a 3-D
checkerboard pattern consisting of the light squares raised with
respect to the dark squares. The sensor is incorporated onto the
upper torso of Brian 2.1’s platform to provide sensory information for identifying a person’s static body pose in a noncontact
manner (Fig. 1).
B. Human Static Body Poses
A person can display a diverse range of static body poses
during interaction. These static poses contain information
regarding variations in the person’s stress, rapport, involvement, and affective quality and intensity [30]. The poses that
are identified in this paper are adapted from the position accessibility scale of the NISA [30]. In order for NISA to consider
a pose to be static, it must be held for at least 4 s [34]. Static
body positions are an arrangement of trunk orientations and
leans, and arm positions which we utilize to identify a person’s
accessibility level toward a robot (Table I).
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TABLE I
S TATIC B ODY P OSE O RIENTATIONS AND L EANS

C. Multimodal Static Body Pose Estimation Approach
The architecture of our multimodal static body pose estimation approach is shown in Fig. 2. 2-D images and depth
data acquired by the Kinect sensor are used by the human
body extraction and body part segmentation modules to first
extract a person from the background and then to identify
each specific body part. The body parts are used to identify
static body poses via the static pose identification module.
The reverse tree structure ellipsoid model module then determines the 3-D poses of each of the body parts in these static
poses. Lastly, the body pose estimation module determines the
orientations and leans of each static body pose.
1) Human Body Extraction and Pose Initialization: We aim
to utilize our social robot in a large variety of indoor locations,
including large public/semi-public areas, such as retirement
homes, office buildings, museums, and shopping malls, which
may consist of cluttered interaction environments as well as
the potential of having other people located around the interaction scene. In order to extract the Kinect 3-D data of the
person interacting with the robot from the scene, we have
developed a technique that utilizes a combination of mixture of
Gaussians (MOGs) [42], connected component analysis [43],
and head and shoulders contours [44]. A statistical model of
the environment is generated by creating an MOG for each
pixel of a Kinect depth image utilizing multiple training depth
images of the scene (without people), prior to the interaction
scenario between the person and Brian 2.1. During the oneon-one interactions, pixel values that have a probability of less
than 0.1% of belonging to the statistical model of the scene
are investigated further with connected component analysis (as
they can potentially represent persons in the scene). Groups of
pixels, i.e., connected components, that share edges or corners
with each other while having similar depth values are identified. A connected component that is able to be fit with a head
and shoulders contour is classified as a person. Finally, the person who is closest to the robot during interaction is identified
as the current user. This technique of extracting a person from
the depth data of the scene is robust to moving objects and
people in the background of the scene. Additionally, utilizing
the aforementioned calibration technique, the correspondence

Fig. 2.

Multimodal static body pose estimation system architecture.

between the depth imager and the 2-D camera is known and
hence, background noise can also be removed from the 2-D
images, isolating only the user in the 2-D images. Pose initialization is performed utilizing anthropometric information
to estimate waist and hip heights and locations utilizing the
same technique presented in [25].
2) Body Part Segmentation: For each extracted human
body, the head and lower arms are segmented first, followed
by the lower and upper trunks and finally, the upper arms. Skin
color information from the Kinect 2-D images is utilized to
detect the head and lower arms. We choose to use skin color to
segment these body parts as they are easily exposed. The lower
arms are readily exposed if a person is wearing a short sleeve
shirt or can be by rolling up long sleeves to approximately the
elbows. This requirement is consistent with other skin tracking systems for robotic applications that also have clothing
requirements [36], [37], [45]. An YCbCr pixel-by-pixel color
space range technique [46] is utilized to identify skin regions.
This technique is robust to varying illuminations and has also
been shown to work for a large range of skin colors [46].
Based on the skin color identification results, a binary
image is generated to isolate skin regions, i.e., Fig. 3. In
general, NISA body poses displayed by a person generate
between 1 and 3 skin regions in each binary image.
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TABLE II
N ORMALIZED S KIN R EGION F EATURES

Fig. 3. Example poses for the five skin region configurations. (a) Head
and lower arms. (b) Head and crossed arms. (c) Head and two arms touching.
(d) Lower arm and arm touching head. (e) Both lower arms and head touching.

Each skin region can be identified as one of five different lower arm and/or head configurations: 1) head; 2) lower
arm; 3) crossed arms; 4) one arm touching the head or two
arms touching; and 5) both lower arms touching the head.
Five normalized geometric features are identified for each skin
region in order to autonomously classify the region into the
aforementioned configurations via a learning technique. These
features include: 1) the number of pixels within the region;
2) the location of the centroid of the region; 3) the number
of pixels along the perimeter of the region; 4) the eccentricity of the skin region; and 5) the expansiveness of the region.
Descriptions and formulations for these features are shown in
Table II. Regions with less than Nn pixels are considered to
be noise and are removed from the binary image.
The five features are then utilized to classify each skin
region. The WEKA data mining software [47] was utilized to
determine the most appropriate machine learning technique to
utilize for classifying head and/or lower arm configurations.
A tenfold cross-validation was performed utilizing learning
techniques from each of the following classes: 1) probabilistic (e.g., Naïve Bayes); 2) linear (e.g., logistic regression);
3) decision trees (e.g., random forest); 4) lazy learning (e.g.,
k-nearest neighbor); 5) meta-classifiers (e.g., AdaBoost with
base classifiers such as Naïve Bayes and decision stump);
6) neural networks (e.g., multilayer perceptron); and 7) nonlinear models (e.g., support vector machines). The optimal
parameters for each learning technique were found utilizing
a grid search strategy. The feature vectors used for comparing the techniques were obtained from the skin regions of
300 static poses displayed by 11 different individuals during
social HRI experiments. The AdaBoost technique with a Naïve
Bayes base classifier [48] had the highest recognition rate of
99.3% and has been implemented in our architecture.
Once all the skin regions have been classified, the regions
containing multiple body parts are further segmented to identify individual parts. Namely, crossed arms are segmented
along the major axis of an ellipse fit to the skin region,
while configurations 4 and 5 are separated into arm and
head regions utilizing a Delaunay triangulation technique [25].
Segmentation examples are presented in Fig. 3. Once the lower

arms and head are identified, the upper arms and lower and
upper trunks are identified utilizing the corresponding 3-D and
2-D Kinect data [25].
3) Static Pose Identification: The aforementioned segmentation technique is applied to every tenth frame captured by
the 60 Hz Kinect sensor. Bounding boxes are identified around
each of the seven identified body parts, and their size and centroids are tracked to determine a static pose (a pose held for at
least 4 s). Once a static pose has been recognized, ellipsoids
are fit to the segmented 3-D data.
4) Reverse Tree Structure Ellipsoid Model: An iterative
moment analysis procedure is utilized to fit ellipsoids to the
3-D data of the segmented body parts [26]. A full 3-D upper
body ellipsoid model is created by connecting the seven ellipsoids at specific joints utilizing a reverse tree structure [26].
Once the overall ellipsoid model is generated, the ellipsoid
parameters are then used by the body pose estimation module
to determine the static body pose orientations and leans.
D. NISA Static Body Pose Classification
The identified static body poses provide input regarding
a person’s interest in the interaction with a robot as well
as his/her openness and involvement. We utilize the position
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TABLE III
ACCESSIBILITY L EVELS

Fig. 4.
Example trunk orientations/leans and arm orientations using
joint locations provided by the Kinect body pose estimation technique.
(a) Trunks: A, arms: N. (b) Trunks: T with a sideways lean, arms: N.
(c) Trunks: T, arms: T.

accessibility scale to determine the static body poses of a person, as defined by trunk and arm configurations, in relation
to the robot’s position. This information is then used with
the position accessibility scale of NISA to identify a person’s
accessibility level toward the robot. NISA states that the larger
and more central a change in pose is, the more pivotal it is in
representing a change in the interaction [34]. Since positions
are important markers of naturalistic behaviors, the orientation
of a static body pose of one person relative to another person
is linked to his/her degree of psychological openness, rapport,
and emotional involvement. Table III presents the static body
pose accessibility classification as a function of the trunk and
arm patterns.
The position accessibility scale is comprised of four distinct levels, ranging from level I (least accessible) to level IV
(most accessible). Each level is characterized by the orientation patterns [away (A), neutral (N), or toward (T)] of the
lower and upper trunks and the trunk lean direction (i.e., forward, upright, left, right, and back) with respect to the robot.
Each level is divided into three sublevels utilizing the A, N,
or T arm orientations as defined in Table I. The finer position
scaling for the arm orientations is coded on a 12-point scale
with respect to the trunk orientations, where 1 represents least
accessible and 12 is most frontally oriented and toward.
IV. P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON S TUDY
One-on-one HRI experiments with Brian 2.1 were performed in an office setting to determine the performance of our
multimodal static body pose estimation approach in identifying
a person’s accessibility levels toward the robot.
A. Design
Eighteen participants, aged 19 to 35 (μ = 24, σ = 5.33)
participated in the study. During the interactions, a human
operator used the Wizard of Oz technique to teleoperate
Brian 2.1 from a remote location away from the interaction
scene. The operator controlled both the verbal and nonverbal (gestures and facial expressions) interaction capabilities
of the robot in real-time. Each participant interacted with
the robot in four different interaction stages: 1) introduction
stage, where the robot would introduce itself to the participant;

2) instruction stage, where the robot provided the instructions to assemble a picnic table; 3) memory stage, where
the robot engaged the participant in a memory game activity; and 4) repetitive stage, where the robot repeated the same
behavior for 5 min. Participants were not directed to display
any particular body poses while interacting with Brian 2.1.
Each participant naturally implemented various static body
poses for recognition and classification into accessibility levels
toward Brian 2.1. Sensory information from the Kinect sensor was analyzed using the proposed automated accessibility
classification system.
The overall performance of the proposed system is determined by comparing the identified static body poses to the
poses identified from the Kinect SDK [49]. Furthermore, the
accessibility levels obtained from our proposed approach are
also compared to the accessibility levels of the poses obtained
using the Kinect SDK. The baseline for the aforementioned
comparison was obtained from assessments by an expert coder
trained in NISA.

B. Kinect SDK Body Pose Estimation Approach
The Kinect SDK utilizes a random decision forest and local
mode finding to generate joint locations of up to two people from depth images [50]. The person closest to the robot
is identified as the user. We have developed a technique to
identify the static body pose orientations and leans in order to
determine accessibility levels from the Kinect SDK joint locations during social HRI. To do this, the upper trunk is defined
as the plane formed by connecting the points corresponding to
the joints of the right and left shoulders and the spine (middle
of the trunk along the back). The lower trunk is identified as
the plane formed by connecting the points of the left, right,
and hip center joints. The lower and upper trunks are shown
in Fig. 4. The relative angle between the normal of each plane
and the Kinect camera axis is then used to determine an individual’s lower and upper trunk orientations with respect to the
robot. The position of the left and right shoulders relative to
the left and right hips and the angle between the normals of
the planes are used to determine the lean of the trunk.
The arm orientations are determined by the relative distances between the lower arms and the upper trunk. Namely,
when the average distance of the lower arms is closer to/further
from the robot than the upper trunk, the arms are classified
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TABLE IV
ACCESSIBILITY L EVEL R ESULTS

Fig. 5. Example static poses. (a) Accessibility level IV pose. (b) Accessibility
level III pose. (c) Accessibility level II pose. (d) Accessibility level I pose.

as T/A. When the lower arms have the same average distance from the robot compared to the upper trunk, the arms
are classified as N. Once the trunk and arm configurations are
determined, NISA is utilized to identify a person’s degree of
accessibility with respect to the robot. Examples of trunk/arm
orientations and trunk leans are shown in Fig. 4.
C. Accessibility Baseline Coding
To investigate the reliability of both body pose estimation
techniques in an HRI setting, an expert trained in NISA coded
the accessibility levels of the identified static body poses. The
coder was provided with a 2-D image from the Kinect 2-D
color camera of each static pose during the HRI experiments.
The expert coder then identified both the accessibility level
and finer-scaling level for each static pose.
D. Results and Discussions
Overall, the participants displayed 223 different static poses
during the experiments. Fig. 5 shows four example poses
displayed during the aforementioned interaction experiments
with Brian 2.1. Columns (i) and (ii) present the 2-D color
and 3-D data of the segmented static poses. The body part
segmentation results and the corresponding ellipsoid models
obtained from the multimodal pose estimation are shown in
columns (iii) and (iv). Last, the multi-joint models obtained
from the Kinect SDK body pose estimation approach are
presented in column (v).
The poses in Fig. 5 consist of the following: 1) hands touching in front of the trunk with the upper trunk in a toward
position and the lower trunk in a neutral position; 2) one arm
touching the other arm which is touching the head while leaning to the side with the upper trunk in a neutral position and
the lower trunk in a toward position; 3) arms crossed in front

of the trunk with both trunks in neutral positions; and 4) arms
at the sides with both trunks in away positions. The accessibility levels of these poses based on the estimation approaches
are presented in Table IV.
Overall, for the multimodal static body pose estimation
approach, the ellipsoid body models created using the 3-D and
2-D sensory data from the Kinect sensor very closely matched
the participants’ static body poses exhibited during the interactions. This is observed by comparing the ellipsoid models
to the 2-D images and 3-D depth information in Fig. 5. The
average processing time for recognition and classification of
the body poses was 89 ms: 53 ms for body part extraction and
segmentation, 29 ms for ellipsoid model fitting, and 7 ms for
accessibility level classification. It should be noted that variations in the skin colors of the different participants did not
influence body part segmentation or ellipsoid model generation. For the multimodal pose estimation approach, occluded
body parts were estimated by utilizing the ellipsoid parameters of an occluded part from previous frames as well as
the current ellipsoid locations and parameters of adjoining
body parts. Blue ellipsoids indicate occluded body parts in
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(d), the blue ellipsoids represent the upper
and lower right arms. Parameters of ellipsoids representing
the same body parts can change between static poses due to
the indirect ellipsoid model approach, namely, the parameters
for each ellipsoid are reformulated for every new pose. During
the one-on-one HRI experiments, a participant’s sleeves would
occasionally slide up and down his/her arms, resulting in the
multimodal technique segmenting shorter or longer arm ellipsoids. However, this change in sleeve length did not influence
any finer scaling accessibility classification results. A small
change in sleeve length will also result in a small change in the
size of the resulting lower arm ellipsoid and an even smaller
change to its centroid position used to identify arm orientations. The latter change is in the same order of magnitude as
the depth resolution of the Kinect sensor [51], which has an
average resolution of 0.7 cm over the interaction distances of
1.2 to 1.8 m of the participants.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that with these body poses, the
Kinect SDK body pose estimation does not accurately identify
the correct poses of the arms. For example, in the Kinect 3-D
multi-joint body model of Fig. 5(a) the hands are not clasped in
the multi-joint model. In Fig. 5(b), the right arm is not touching the left arm and the left arm is not touching the head and
in Fig. 5(c) the participant’s arms are not crossed. The random
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON S TATISTICS

decision forest used by the Kinect body pose estimation algorithm was trained on over one million sample images; hence,
it is dependent on a finite number of training images [50]. It
is not possible for a finite training set to include all possible
poses and body shapes of all individuals. Additionally, it has
not been designed specifically for body language recognition,
but rather entertainment scenarios [50]. Hence, we postulate
that the pose errors identified above were due to these factors.
Although the multimodal static body pose estimation approach
requires an initialization pose, the Kinect body pose estimation technique currently needs both the head and shoulders to
be visible with the elbows at a lower height than the shoulders during initialization in order to create the necessary body
contour to isolate a participant from the background 3-D data,
allowing for multiple initial poses.
1) Classification Comparison: The expert coder’s ratings of
accessibility levels were then compared to the results obtained
from the ellipsoid model of the multimodal technique and
those obtained from the Kinect 3-D multi-joint body model
(Table V). Our own multimodal pose estimation approach had
classification rates of 88% for the overall accessibility levels and 86% for the finer-scaling coding with respect to the
coder, while the Kinect body pose estimation technique had
only 63% and 57%, respectively. The main reason the Kinect
body pose estimation approach had lower classification rates
was that it could not easily distinguish between body parts
in the depth data when the arms were in contact with other
body parts.
The strength of agreement between the accessibility levels obtained by the expert coder and the two pose estimation
techniques was measured by applying Cohen’s kappa to all
223 poses. Cohen’s kappa was determined to be 0.78 for
the multimodal approach, which characterizes the strength of
agreement to be substantial, and kappa was 0.31 for the Kinect
body pose estimation approach which has a fair strength of
agreement [52].

V. ACCESSIBILITY-AWARE I NTERACTION S TUDY
The objective of the second set of social HRI experiments
was to investigate users’ accessibility levels as related to
Brian 2.1’s behaviors during assistive scenarios between a person and the robot. We compare two robot behavior types
to determine if an accessibility-aware emotionally responding robot influences the overall interactions with individuals:
1) the robot determines its assistive behaviors based on the

state of the activity, herein defined as the nonaccessibilityaware behavior type and 2) the robot determines its assistive
behaviors based on the accessibility level of the person as well
as the state of the activity, herein defined as the accessibilityaware behavior type. We used the multimodal pose estimation
technique to identify participant accessibility levels during
HRI due to its aforementioned higher performance results
for the proposed application. These experiments were conducted using two assistive scenarios: 1) robot tutor (RT) and
2) robot restaurant finder (RRF). The RT scenario consisted of
Brian 2.1 engaging a participant in memory and logic games.
In the RRF scenario, the robot assisted a person in choosing
a restaurant to go to for dinner.
A. Participants
Twenty-four participants, ranging in age from 20–35
(μ = 24.7, σ = 4.4), participated in the study. Each participant interacted with the robot twice, once with each behavior
type with one week between interactions. During each interaction Brian 2.1 would perform both assistive scenarios.
Participants were not informed that the robot would have different capabilities during each interaction. A counterbalanced
design was used where half the participants interacted with the
accessibility-aware robot first, while the others interacted with
the nonaccessibility-aware robot first. The order of assistive
scenarios (RT or RRF) was also counterbalanced.
B. Interaction Scenarios
1) Robot Tutor Interaction: The RT interaction was
designed as a cognitively stimulating activity to encourage
logical thinking and to practice language and math skills.
The interaction consisted of four main stages: 1) greeting/introduction; 2) a double letter word game; 3) logic
questions; and 4) a word linking game. During the greeting/introduction stage, the robot introduced itself, the purpose
of the interaction and its intended functionality as a social
motivator for the interaction. During the double letter word
game, the robot asked the participants to come up with two
related words, one of which needs to have two consecutive
identical letters. The participant and robot took turns playing
this game by finding appropriate pairs of words. The robot
would start the game by explaining how to play and also
provide an example, i.e., apples and oranges.
The logic questions were designed to test a participant’s
ability to extract meaning from complex information. The
robot asked three logic questions. An example logic question
was “What is the number of degrees between the hands of
an analog clock pointing at 6:30?” The final stage of the RT
interaction was a word linking game, where the robot would
ask a participant to pick any starting word and then the robot
would respond with a word that starts with the last letter of
that word. This sequence would be repeated between the robot
and participant. The overall interaction finished with Brian 2.1
informing the user that all the games were finished.
2) Robot Restaurant Finder Interaction: The RRF interaction consisted of the robot assisting a participant in identifying
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and locating a suitable restaurant for dinner based on a participant’s preferences. This interaction had four main stages:
1) greeting; 2) information gathering; 3) restaurant suggestion; and 4) providing directions. Similar to the RT interaction,
Brian 2.1 would greet a participant and explain the objective
of the interaction.
The information gathering stage consisted of the robot asking a participant his/her preferences with respect to the type
of food he/she would want to eat, possible restaurant locations
based on a list of local areas, and the price range for the meal.
Utilizing these preferences, the robot would choose a potential
restaurant (obtained from Urbanspoon.com). If the participant
did not want to go to that particular restaurant, the robot would
then suggest alternative restaurants. With a restaurant chosen,
the robot would offer to provide directions to the restaurant.
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TABLE VI
N ONACCESSIBILITY-AWARE ROBOT B EHAVIORS

C. Robot Behavior Design
The robot autonomously implemented its behavior types
(using a combination of verbal and nonverbal modes) using
finite state machines (FSMs). The input into the FSM from
the participant for the robot’s nonaccessibility-aware behavior
was speech. Speech and accessibility levels were both used
as inputs into the FSM for the robot’s accessibility-aware
behavior. An operator was utilized only for speech recognition during HRI in order to minimize reliability issues of
current speech recognition software. The use of an operator
for speech recognition is a commonly used approach in social
HRI research, i.e., [53], [54]. A microphone placed on the
robot supplied audio output to the operator, who was located
at a remote location, away from the robot and participant.
The FSMs for both behavior types then autonomously determined the robot’s behavior based on the current state of the
interaction scenario and the inputs from the participants.
A participant’s verbal responses to Brian 2.1’s behaviors
are categorized as positive, negative, and no response. Positive
responses include providing a correct answer during the RT
interaction or providing the necessary information for the robot
to select an appropriate restaurant during the RRF interaction. Negative responses include providing incorrect answers
for the RT interaction and not providing the robot with the
information needed during the RRF interaction.
1) Brian 2.1’s Nonaccessibility-Aware Behaviors: With
respect to Brian 2.1’s nonaccessibility-aware behaviors, the
robot replies to positive responses during the RT and the
RRF interactions by verbally acknowledging the responses.
For example, during the RT interaction one reply to a positive response is “Yes, that answer is correct.” During the RRF
interaction the robot replies to a positive response by repeating
and confirming the information provided by the user. A negative response from a participant results in the robot providing
assistance utilizing instructor error-correction techniques [55]
in order for the participant to identify a positive response. This
is achieved by giving an example answer during the RT interaction or by restating the question during the RRF interaction.
To re-engage a participant who did not respond to the robot, for
both interaction types, Brian 2.1 asks the participant if he/she
would like it to repeat its previous statement. The behaviors

Fig. 6. Brian 2.1 providing verbal assistance while swaying its trunk during
the nonaccessibility-aware behavior type.

of Brian 2.1 are displayed with a neutral facial expression and
tone of voice; while the robot repetitively sways its torso from
side to side. To initiate each interaction, Brian 2.1 greets a user
by saying hello to the user by name. To end the interaction,
Brian informs the user that the tasks have been completed and
says goodbye. The robot’s nonaccessibility-aware behaviors
are summarized in Table VI. Fig. 6 shows a visual example
of this robot behavior type.
2) Brian 2.1’s Accessibility-Aware Behaviors: The goal of
the accessibility-aware interactions is to detect a person’s
accessibility levels toward Brian 2.1 and utilize emotional
robot behaviors to keep this person engaged and accessible
to the robot, while also promoting desired responses from
him/her. The robot reinforces high levels of accessibility by
displaying positive valence emotional states and it decreases
its level of displayed valence as participant accessibility levels also decrease. Responding to a participant’s affective state
with congruent emotional behaviors communicates empathy
toward the participant [56], which is important for building rapport and trust between communicators [57]. Emotional
behaviors displayed by the robot during social interaction
can also improve user engagement [58] and affect [59], [60]
as well as encourage correct responses during learning
scenarios [61]. Namely, Brian 2.1 displays emotions with high
positive valence for accessibility level IV, positive valence for
level III, neutral valence for level II, and negative valence
for level I.
Brian 2.1 displays high positive valence with a happy
tone of voice and an open mouth smile. The happy voice
is characterized by its faster speed and higher pitch compared to the neutral voice used by Brian 2.1 during its
nonaccessibility-aware behaviors. An open mouth smile is
used as it distinguishably conveys increased positive valence
as compared to a closed mouth smile [62]. The robot displays positive valence using a closed mouth smile and a happy
tone of voice. Neutral valence is simply displayed utilizing
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Fig. 7. Brian 2.1’s facial expressions. (a) High positive valence. (b) Positive
valence. (c) Neutral valence. (d) Negative valence.

a combination of a neutral facial expression and tone of voice.
Negative valence is displayed by Brian 2.1 using a sad facial
expression and tone of voice, where the latter has a slower
speed and lower pitch than the robot’s neutral voice. Examples
of Brian 2.1’s facial expressions are shown in Fig. 7.
When a participant is in accessibility level IV, during
the RT interaction, the robot encourages a positive (correct)
response by verbally congratulating him/her, enthusiastically
nodding its head and clapping its hands while displaying
high positive valence [Fig. 8(a)]. Such behaviors have all
been shown to convey positive emotions [63], [64] and positively reinforce desired behaviors in others [65]. During the
RRF interaction, Brian 2.1 verbally acknowledges a positive response with high positive valence while nodding its
head enthusiastically [Fig. 8(b)]. For a negative response,
during both scenarios, the robot displays high positive
valence while thanking the participant for responding and
then offering assistance in order for the participant to state
a positive response. When the participant does not respond,
Brian 2.1 displays high positive valence while waiting for
a response and offers to repeat its last statement. When
the accessibility level is lower, the robot also adapts its
valence and behaviors with respect to a person’s positive,
negative, or no response behavior. For participant behaviors displayed in accessibility level III, the robot displays
positive valence without the nodding or clapping gestures.
Removing such nonverbal gestures reduces the level of positive
reinforcement [66].
When a participant is in accessibility level I, Brian 2.1 displays negative valence and waves its arm in a beckoning
gesture [Fig. 8(c)]. The combination of the beckoning gesture and the sad facial expression is used to get the person’s
attention [67] and evoke sympathy which motivates a person
to help the robot [68], [69]. In this scenario, this corresponds
to engaging with the robot in order to respond to the robot’s
questions. When the participant is in accessibility level II, the
robot responds to participant statements in a neutral emotional
state. This is motivated by the fact that displays of neutral
behaviors are neither reinforcing nor punishing with respect to
another person’s behaviors [70]. The robot does not respond
to accessibility level II with negative valence behaviors as the
user is somewhat accessible to the interaction (i.e., his/her
accessibility is higher than level I). Furthermore, it does not
respond with positive valence emotional behaviors, as previously mentioned, as it utilizes these to reinforce the more
accessible levels (levels III and IV) of the user with respect to

Fig. 8.
Example accessibility-aware robot behaviors. Brian 2.1 displaying (a) high positive valence while congratulating a user and clapping,
(b) high positive valence while acknowledging a positive response and nodding, (c) negative valence while offering assistance and using a beckoning
gesture, (d) positive valence while telling a joke and giggling, and (e) positive
valence while saying goodbye and waving.

the robot. Overall, the robot behaviors for responding to each
accessibility level are utilized to promote higher accessibility
levels of the user toward the robot. In interactions where a user
does not display any static poses, the robot will use its neutral
valence behaviors, similar to the nonaccessibility-aware robot
behaviors.
To begin each interaction with the accessibility-aware robot,
Brian 2.1 greets the user while displaying positive valence
by waving and saying hello to the user by name and telling
a joke. We utilize humor, herein, in addition to the emotional
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ACCESSIBILITY-AWARE ROBOT B EHAVIORS
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The validity of the scale has been verified by its ability to
obtain statistically significant results, p < 0.05, indicating that
participants give socially intelligent agents significantly higher
ratings for all the constructs of the SBQ than nonsocially
intelligent agents [73]. The constructs used in our questionnaire include: altruism, assertiveness, competence, dutifulness,
empathy, helpfulness, modesty, responsibility, sociability, sympathy, and trust. The detailed questions that we have used
for these constructs are provided as supplementary material.
Responses to the questionnaire were obtained by each participant indicating his/her agreement with each statement using
a five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree,
3 = neutral, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree).
D. Results and Discussion

displays, to promote emotional engagement during the interaction. Previous research with automated dialogue systems have
shown greater emotional bonds were generated between users
and a system that told jokes [71]. Telling jokes has also been
shown to improve users’ task enjoyment during HRI [72].
After delivering the punchline of the joke, the robot lifts its
hand to cover its mouth while giggling, as seen in Fig. 8(d). At
the end of the interaction, Brian 2.1, while displaying positive
valence, waves goodbye and thanks the user for participating [Fig. 8(e)]. A summary of the robot’s accessibility-aware
behaviors, based on verbal responses and accessibility levels
of participants are presented in Table VII. A video featuring examples of accessibility-aware robot behaviors can
be found at http://asblab.mie.utoronto.ca/research-areas/socialand-personal-robots.
3) Post-Interaction Questionnaire: After each interaction
scenario with the robot, the participants completed a questionnaire about the robot. The questionnaire incorporates the constructs from the social behavior questionnaire (SBQ) [73]. The
SBQ was developed specifically to measure user perceptions
of a robot’s social intelligence with varying types of social
behaviors [73]. Cronbach’s alpha has determined the SBQ to
be 0.7–0.9 [73], which is defined as substantial to excellent.

The results of the interaction experiments were analyzed
to determine the performance of the automated accessibility
classification system as well as the influence of the two robot
behavior types on the accessibility levels of the participants.
Questionnaire responses were also utilized to determine if the
participants perceived one of Brian 2.1’s behavior types to be
more socially intelligent than the other.
1) Accessibility Classification: We compared the most frequent accessibility levels of the participants obtained by the
robot during each stage of the interactions for both behavior
types with a self-study report from the participants. The comparison was used to analyze the performance of the robot’s
ability to detect the participants’ accessibility levels during
HRI. For the self-study, each participant, via playback video,
was asked during each of the stages of interaction to identify if
he/she was either feeling open to the interaction with the robot,
somewhat open or not open to the interaction, where openness is defined by his/her level of comfort and engagement.
A three level scale was created to correlate these three levels
of openness to the accessibility levels of NISA. Level 1 of the
self-study was associated with accessibility level I of NISA.
Level 2 of the self-study was associated with levels II and III
of NISA. Level 3 of the self-study was associated with level IV
of NISA. This three level scale was utilized because the participants themselves were not knowledgeable of NISA or how
it classifies accessibility levels and hence, it would be difficult
for them as untrained users to distinguish between accessibility
levels II and III.
Overall the multimodal static body pose estimation and
accessibility classification system appropriately matched 75%
of the self-reported levels for all the interactions for both
behavior types. Namely, 73% of the self-reported level 3 ratings were matched with NISA accessibility level IV classifications of the automated system. No poses during these
interactions were classified as NISA accessibility level III.
Eighty-five percent of the self-reported level 2 ratings were
matched with NISA accessibility level II from the automated
system. Forty-eight percent of the self-reported level 1 ratings were matched with NISA accessibility level I from the
automated system. It should be noted that overall only seven
participants self-reported a small number of their poses as level
1. The poses that were not identified as NISA accessibility
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TABLE VIII
PARTICIPANT ACCESSIBILITY L EVELS

TABLE IX
M EAN Q UESTIONNAIRE C ONSTRUCT R ESULTS

level I by the automated system were instead classified as level
II. Further investigation of these latter level 1 poses found that
the majority of them included neutral or toward lower and
upper trunk orientations with crossed arms. NISA identifies
these poses as higher accessibility levels due to the importance
of the trunk orientations over the finer-scaling arm orientations. A two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that no
statistically significant difference exists between the accessibility levels of the automated system and the openness levels
of the self-study report, z = 0.393 and p = 0.695.
2) Comparison of Robot Behavior Types: In total, 1494 different static poses were obtained and classified by the
robot during the interactions using the multimodal pose
estimation technique, with 724 poses obtained during the
nonaccessibility-aware interactions and 770 poses obtained
during the accessibility-aware interactions. Static poses were
obtained for every participant during both types of interactions.
Table VIII summarizes the number of static poses identified
for each accessibility level and robot behavior type. For the
nonaccessibility-aware robot interactions, 29.0% of the poses
were classified as accessibility level IV, 0% as level III, 65.9%
as level II, and 5.1% as level I. Whereas for the accessibilityaware robot interactions, 52.1% of the poses were classified
as level IV, 0% as level III, 45.2% as level II, and 2.7% as
level I. On average, the participants interacted for 11 min with
the nonaccessibility-aware robot (6 min during the RT interaction and 5 min during RRF interaction) and 12 min with
the accessibility-aware robot (7 min during the RT interaction
and 5 min during RRF interaction).
We hypothesized that the participants’ accessibility levels
would be higher during interactions with the accessibilityaware robot than during interactions with the nonaccessibility
aware robot. A two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test was
utilized to test this hypothesis. The results showed that the
accessibility levels of the participants were statistically higher
during interactions with the accessibility-aware robot, z = 4.0,
p < 0.001. Sixteen participants had a most frequent accessibility level of II when interacting with the nonaccessibility-aware
robot, however, when they interacted with the accessibilityaware robot, they had a most frequent accessibility level of IV.
Seven participants had the same most frequent accessibility
level of II and one participant had the same most frequent
accessibility level of IV for both robot behavior types. These
results show that, in general, the participants were more accessible toward the social robot when it had the capability to both
recognize and respond to their accessibility levels.

3) Questionnaire Results: A summary of the mean participant ratings for the constructs of the post-interaction questionnaire are presented in Table IX. The inter-reliability of
the statements in each construct were also calculated utilizing Cronbach’s alpha. Construct reliability was improved by
removing statistically weak statements [74]. All the constructs
obtained alpha values of 0.6 or higher except for Dutifulness,
which had an alpha value of 0.2 for the nonaccessibility-aware
robot behavior type (Table IX). Therefore, this construct was
removed from further analysis. Alpha values of 0.6 or higher
are acceptable for constructs with a small number of items,
i.e., 2 or 3 [75].
A Wilcoxon signed rank test was conducted to compare
the overall results for the two robot behavior types. The
results showed that the accessibility-aware robot behavior
type was perceived to be significantly more socially intelligent than the nonaccessibility-aware robot behavior type,
z = 4.332, p < 0.001. This result is similar to the study
conducted by de Ruyter et al. [73] that found participants
perceived a teleoperated iCat robot with social etiquette to
be more socially intelligent than when the robot was socially
neutral.
It is interesting to note that the competence and assertiveness constructs had the same or slightly higher mean ratings
for the nonaccessibility-aware behavior type when compared
to the accessibility-aware behavior type. With respect to competence, the same mean rating may have been obtained, since
for both behavior types the robot had the knowledge to complete the necessary interaction tasks, which is an indicator
of competence [66]. Namely, the robot was always able to
identify correct or incorrect participant responses to questions
during the RT interaction and find a restaurant during the RRF
interaction. Assertiveness may have been rated a bit lower
for the accessibility-aware behavior type due to it displaying more body movements/gestures. In [76], it was found that
an increased amount of body movements was an indicator
of nonassertiveness during human–human social interaction.
However, in general, assertiveness is linked to having the
capability to express emotions and recognize an interaction
partner’s affective state [65].
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As evident from the questionnaire results for both the
accessibility-aware robot and the nonaccessibility-aware robot
behaviors, the participants rated the robot behaviors as either
neutral or positive, and did not have negative attitudes toward
the robot. We postulate that this supports the lack of accessibility level III poses identified during the experiments. Namely,
backwards leans and leans away from an interactant (the robot
in our case) have been found as indicators of a negative attitude
toward the interactant [27]–[29].
4) Discussion: People involved in social interactions generally display a series of static poses defined as resting poses
which can define natural units of behaviors, affect, and rapport. In order to be considered a resting pose, a person needs to
hold the pose. Through various clinical and research observations by Davis and Hadiks [30] and Davis [34] this has been
defined to be at least 4 s. This was also verified in the presented experiments, where participants assumed 1494 different
static poses during interactions with Brian 2.1. In future work,
these static poses that represent a person’s accessibility level
can be combined with dynamic arm and hand gestures in
order to determine other affective states that may be present
during HRI.
The presented human body pose identification technique
utilizes skin color information and 3-D data of a person to
generate an indirect ellipsoid model. Namely, a new ellipsoid
model is created for each new pose. This technique allows the
size and shape of the ellipsoid model to accurately estimate
the poses of people of various sizes and shapes automatically,
without relying on large amounts of training data. Even though
the technique requires that the lower arms of a user be exposed,
none of the participants commented on this constraint as a limitation for their interaction. As an alternative approach, future
work could consider generating 3-D human kinematics models
(see [77]), with the appropriate body part centroids and joints
defined to determine accessibility.
During these experiments, the participants stood approximately 1.2–1.8 m from the robot while interacting with it.
The robot is capable of identifying each participant’s distance
utilizing the Kinect sensor. This was within our sensing technique range of 1.0–3.5 m and also consistent with the social
distance determined for interpersonal one-on-one communication by Hall [78] in his work on proxemics. If Brian 2.1 is
mounted on a mobile platform, it can also actively maintain
the distance range for social interaction.
The scenarios presented in this paper are specifically
designed for one-on-one social human–robot interaction with
a static robot. Hence, the presented system only identifies the
closest person as a user. Brian 2.1 can utilize the proposed
automated static body language identification and classification system for a number of social interaction scenarios in
which the robot can provide information to individuals such
as at a help desk at a library, shopping mall, or museum, or
at a reception desk in an office building. The robot can also
be used in long-term care facilities to assist with activities of
daily living, schools as a tutor, and private homes for various
information providing and reminders tasks.
The human identification technique proposed herein, which
uses the MOG, connected component, and head and shoulders
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contour technique for identifying people in a scene can be used
to identify the static body language of multiple users. It can
easily be extended to more than one person by detecting if
multiple people are within a certain interaction distance from
the robot. The connected component analysis and head and
shoulders contour technique can be used to identify multiple people within this distance. Then microphone arrays can
be used to localize which user is speaking [79]. Furthermore,
the technique can deal with slowly changing background
environments, since the MOG model is updated iteratively.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we implemented the first automated static
body language identification and categorization system for
designing an accessibility-aware robot that can identify and
adapt its own behaviors to the accessibility levels of a person during one-on-one social HRI. We presented two sets of
social HRI experiments. The first consisted of a performance
comparison study which showed that our multimodal static
body pose estimation approach is more robust and accurate in
identifying a person’s accessibility levels over a system which
utilized the Kinect SDK joint locations. The second set of
HRI experiments investigated how individuals interact with
an accessibility-aware social robot, which determines its own
behaviors based on the accessibility levels of a user toward
the robot. The results indicated that the participants were more
accessible toward an accessibility-aware robot over a nonaccessibility aware robot, and perceived the former to be more
socially intelligent. Overall, our results show the potential of
integrating an accessibility identification and categorization
system into a social robot, allowing the robot to interpret,
classify, and respond to adaptor style body language during
social interactions.
Our results motivate future work to extend our technique
to scenarios which may include interactions with more than
one person and when individuals are sitting. Furthermore,
we will consider extending the current system to an affectaware system which will consider the fusion of other modes
of communication in addition to static body language, such as
for example, head pose and facial expression as investigated
in [80] as well as dynamic gestures.
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